Transfection enhancement in Bacillus subtilis displays features of a novel DNA repair pathway. I: DNA base and nucleolytic specificity.
Cells of Bacillus subtilis can enter a natural physiological state, termed competence, that is permissive for uptake of DNA from the surrounding medium. In the B. subtilis genetic system, transfection refers to uptake of isolated bacteriophage DNA by competent host cells, followed by intracellular processing that may ultimately lead to productive infection. Previous investigations have shown that transfecting DNA is usually far less infectious (on a molar basis) than is the DNA injected by phage particles; this result is apparently due to inactivating events suffered by transfecting DNA during its metabolism by competent cells. Earlier studies also demonstrated that, in some cases, the infectivity of transfecting DNA can be increased by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation of the competent cells prior to transfection, or by cotransfection of UV-irradiated heterologous DNAs; collectively, these phenomena have been termed transfection enhancement (TE). We propose here that some transfecting B. subtilis phage DNAs are attacked by a novel host DNA repair system, and that TE reflects inhibition of this by a competing substrate in UV-irradiated DNA. In support of this model, we show that UV-DNA cotransfection leads to a reduced rate of intracellular endonucleolytic breakdown of transfecting DNA. We also demonstrate that TE displays marked specificity of a kind frequently observed for repair enzymes. Thus, phages that contain hydroxymethyl uracil (HMU), but not thymine, in their genomes are susceptible to this process. In addition, we show that the photoproduct(s) in UV-irradiated DNA that produces TE by cotransfection is specific, and is not uracil, a pyrimidine dimer, thymine glycol, HMU, or a substrate for the E. coli thymine glycol DNA N-glycosylase. This photoproduct is derivable from thymine or HMU. The implications of these results are discussed.